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January 9, 2008 
 

Jack Holmes           
Sport Tours 
Ausserschwandstrasse 71 
3715 Adelboden 
Switzerland 

 
Dear Jack, 

 
Our team just returned from one of the most memorable trips that I am sure we will ever 
experience and everyone wanted me to write to you and to thank you for a job well done!!! 
 
Your meticulous planning and attention to detail was evident as everything from the greeting at 
the Milan airport to the various games we played, the tours, accommodation, meals and all 
other aspects of the trip went perfectly, just like a fine “Swiss Watch.”  
 
None of us can verbalize the exciting experiences we had.  Suffice it to say that we all have 
positive memories that will last a lifetime.  The highlight of the trip for all of us was the final 
game of the Jean Tinguley Tournament.  The finals put our team against a team from Moscow.  
For us, and I am sure for the Russians, this game looked and felt like a classic Canada-Russia 
final and was played with a rivalry and pride that you often see in the amateur or professional 
ranks.   
 
Your wife Christine was an excellent guide and did a tremendous job ensuring everything went 
smoothly.  She went above and beyond on almost every occasion and her efforts and desire to 
make this the best trip ever did not go unnoticed.  The bus driver, Willy was probably the best 
bus driver in Europe.  He was safe and manoeuvred the bus, with the attached trailer through 
the narrow roads of Fribourg, Zurich, Chiasso, Lecco and Como as if he were driving an Austin 
Mini. 
 
All in all, the trip was fabulous; the organization perfect, everything went smoothly and dealing 
with you is indeed a pleasure!!  We will definitely recommend your company to anyone and 
everyone thinking of travelling to Europe to play hockey. 
 
On behalf of the parents and entire Hillcrest Summits team THANK YOU!!! 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Tony Altomare 
Head Coach  
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